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Peripheral vision



Terminology

www.astro.virginia.edu/class/majewski/astr130/LECTURES/LECTURE1/lecture1D-s02.html

periphery

fovea



Internet “wisdom” about peripheral vision

“Terrible resolution and no color vision”

Rosenholtz, Ann. Rev. Vis. Sci. 2016

These effects are 
greatly exaggerated!



A more realistic depiction of acuity loss

Original image Blurred to mimic loss of resolution
(actually still a 4x exaggeration)

Anstis, 1998
Loss of resolution is relatively modest
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Myth: “Because of the low resolution, we 
have to move our eyes to read”
Letter size at which you can just barely guess the letter:

Anstis, 1973

With a reasonable font size, 
could read a page of text 
without eye movements!

(We move our eyes 
for a different reason)



But, peripheral vision does have significant 
and important losses of information
Visual crowding

XVX + Easy

XVX          + Hard

X         V         X + Easy



Peripheral vision degrades with clutter

Fixate the star

Path of the brown line?
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Another myth: The action is in the fovea

“Peripheral vision just serves to direct the high-resolution fovea to 
regions of interest”

Peripheral vision covers most of the visual field

It largely determines what you can and cannot see at a glance

That, in turn, largely determines task difficulty
See it at a glance => no eye movements needed!
Humans poor at piecing together multiple views to get more information

Hochberg, 1968; Lévy-Schoen, 1976; Young & Hulleman, 2016



Peripheral vision is 
hugely important



www.icare4autism.org

Peripheral vision is 
hugely important

A demo

Fixate the cross
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Peripheral vision plays a big role in 
many design-relevant phenomena



Saliency is really about peripheral vision

“Salient items draw attention”

There is less crowding when 
target features differ from 
nearby features (= saliency)

I.E. salient items are simply 
those that are easier to 
identify and faster to find
in crowded displays

Identify the central item
Hard                                       Easier

Rosen & Pelli (review); Rosenholtz et al, 2012; Zhang et al., 2015



Hard changes are harder to see in the periphery

“Change detection is hard, because you have to pay attention to the change”

Easy Medium Hard

Change detection difficulty
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Sharan et al., under review



Easy, rapid, seems not to “require attention”
= abundant peripheral information available

Gist of a set

Gist of a scene

mean size? downtown street?

Ehinger & Rosenholtz, 2016; Rosenholtz et al., 2012



Peripheral vision: Getting insights about design



Introspect on your peripheral vision

Fixate key points

What can you see?

This is harder than it sounds
Not used to introspecting about
peripheral details
Percept confusing, 
may appear to change



Use our model to get intuitions

Texture Tiling Model (TTM)

Peripheral vision encodes local 
summary statistics

e.g. how much vertical stuff 
correlates with horizontal stuff

Predicts performance with a wide 
variety of stimuli and tasks

++

Balas, Nakano, & Rosenholtz, 2009; Freeman & Simoncelli, 2011; Rosenholtz et al., 2012ab; 
Zhang, et al., 2015; Chang & Rosenholtz, 2016; Ehinger & Rosenholtz, 2016; Keshvari & Rosenholtz, 2016



Model lets you visualize the information 
available at a glance
Each original + fixation => multiple visualizations

Rosenholtz, 2011; Freeman & Simoncelli, 2011; Rosenholtz et al., 2012



Readily available in the visualizations => model 
predicts readily available in the periphery

? ?



Example 1



Example 2



Example 3



Example 4



Conclusions

The strengths and limitations of peripheral vision are the most 
important thing you need to know about vision
Don't squint at a design, see it sidelong
Or use our model to gain intuitions
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